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From the cocreator of the landmark series, the story millions of fans have been waiting to get
their hands on for 25 long years.A vastly layered, wide-ranging history that deepens the
mysteries of the iconic town in ways that will thrill disciples of the original series and will prep
fans for the upcoming SHOWTIME series like nothing else out there.Four original Twin Peaks
cast members who are appearing in the new Twin Peaks for SHOWTIME - Kyle MacLachlan,
Russ Tamblyn, Michael Horse, and David Patrick Kelly - join three new actors - Amy Shiels,
Robert Knepper, and James Morrison - to voice the audiobook edition of the novel along with
cocreator Mark Frost and original cast member Chris Mulkey. Additional actors Annie Wersching
(Bosch) and Len Cariou (Blue Bloods) are also featured, as is narrator Mat Hostetler.Of the
audiobook, creator Mark Frost says, "I am thrilled that both original cast members and new
actors will be coming together on this project to bring this other aspect of the world of Twin
Peaks to life."This program includes a bonus PDF of images from the book.

“You will never look at a car the same way after reading Engines of Change—as I strongly
recommend to anyone who relishes great storytelling that combines biography, social and
political history, science, and romance. Having driven and virtually lived in a 1953 Plymouth on a
year’s journey across Eisenhower’s America, and having followed that up many driving years
later by writing on the innovations of Henry Ford, I thought I knew something of the history of
cars. I was all the more surprised—and vastly entertained—by the riches in Ingrassia’s stories of
fifteen vehicles embodying the American dream from the Model T to the Beetle, the Corvair, the
Corvette, and the Mustang to the pickups and the Prius (driven by the Pious). Even readers who
cannot tell a camshaft from a cami-knicker will find fascination in a gallery of characters depicted
by Ingrassia with vivacity and wit.”—Sir Harold Evans"The whole country in 15 cars—that's
crowded! And Engines of Change is indeed packed from rocker panels to sunroof with good
stories and salient facts about the automobiles that shaped America, from the oddity of the
Model T to the oddballs driving the Prius."—P.J. O'Rourke"Highly entertaining... lucid... Engines
of Change informed and charmed me..."—Joseph Epstein, The Wall Street Journal"The prose is
lapidary, the tone informed by humor.Paul Ingrassia has written an automobile book that goes
beyond the genre;it's for anyone interested in modernity and what led us to where we are."—
Miles Collier, The Revs Institute for Automotive Research"Paul Ingrassia knows where the
bodies are buried, or maybe where the keys to the American car business got lost. With a swift,
sure scalpel honed by years as the industry reporter, he anatomizes Detroit in all its glory and
inglorious decline. A thoughtful, propulsive assay of themachine that changed a nation, a
world."—Dan Neil, car critic, The Wall Street Journal"Entertaining and instructive..."—George
Will, The Washington Post"Sure, cars suck up gas, and they promote suburban sprawl, but they



also help drive the economy, and drive families from home to school to soccer field. And, of
course, cars fire our imaginations. Paul Ingrassia, who won a Pulitzer Prize for reporting from
Detroit for The Wall Street Journal, has written a book about cars that may not all be cherished
classics or engineering marvels, but have earned a place in America's scrapbook."—Scott
Simon, National Public Radio“Ingrassia succeeds in fashioning well-researched, swift-paced
narratives around each of these 15 select automobiles. Using colorful detail, he effectively
recasts these significant driving machines in their respective cultural contexts and brings to life
the eras they influenced.”—Kirkus Reviews“A must for anyone with a passion for cars, history, or
simply an interest in America’s story."—Bask Magazine“Paul Ingrassia…is probably the best
broadsheet reporter ever to cover the car business…Picking 15 vehicles as tent poles for this
sprawling canvas was a good idea, and Ingrassia chose well…Any book on a topic so
overwhelming as the car in America has to be more of a goad to, than a proof of, argument. And
here Ingrassia has succeeded.”—Weekly Standard"In this new book, Ingrassia traces the history
of some iconic cars and how those models reflected shifts in politics, culture, and technology. He
also takes readers inside the industry, skillfully navigating among the soaring tail fins,
egomaniacal visionaries, and corporate intrigue that surrounded the creation of these
vehicles."—Boston Globe"Paul Ingrassia’s Engines of Change: A History of the American Dream
in Fifteen Cars ranges as widely and quirkily as the title suggests among the people, passions
and foibles ofthe automotive industry. As a journalist for the Wall Street Journal, Ingrassia shared
a 1993 Pulitzer Prize for writing on General Motors Co. In this book he lets out the journalistic
stays, enjoying the freedom to openly needle an industry and admire its pioneers without any
loss of the good reporter’s delight in detail and a fine tale."—Jeffrey Burke, Bloomberg
BusinessWeek"In Engines of Change, Mr. Ingrassia arguably does for cars and culture what
David Halberstam did for a decade in The Fifties. History well researched, made alive, relevant
and eminently readable."—John Lamm, The New York Times“Using his nimble narrative gifts,
Mr. Ingrassia turns the creation stories behind the Prius and other cars into gripping accounts of
how visionary design, corporate competition and inventive engineering combined to produce
automobiles that would come to represent an era or a mind-set.”—Michiko Kakutani, The New
York TimesAbout the AuthorPaul Ingrassia, formerly the Detroit bureau chief for The Wall Street
Journal and later the president of Dow Jones Newswire, is the deputy editor-in-chief of Reuters.
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in 1993 (with Joseph B. White) for reporting on management crises
at General Motors, he is the author of Crash Course: The American Automobile Industry’s Road
from Glory to Disaster.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1WHEN HENRY
MET SALLIE: CAR WARS AND CULTURE CLASHES AT THE DAWN OF AMERICA’S
AUTOMOTIVE AGESomeone should write an erudite essay on the moral, physical, and esthetic
effect of the Model T Ford on the American nation. Two generations of Americans knew more
about the Ford coil than the clitoris, about the planetary system of gears than the solar system of
stars.—John Steinbeck, Cannery Row1Just north of downtown Detroit on a small street called
Piquette sits an inner-city storefront church called the Abundant Faith Cathedral. By the looks of



the surrounding weed-choked lots and empty factories, abundant faith is exactly what’s needed,
not to mention plenty of hope. The neighborhood is a postindustrial ghetto, although right across
the street from the church is a functioning business called the General Linen & Uniform Service.
It occupies the first floor of an old building where, as unlikely as it seems, modern America
began.Read more
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Charles Scott, “Very much alive in '65, he gave a hoot and a holler into the wind tunnel from
whence they came.. How is The Secret History of Twin Peaks, by Mark Frost, published in
2016? Forget everything you've ever heard, read, or seen. The officially accepted version in the
form of a factual cold-case F.B.I. file that's been inactive for 29 years, with supporting
documentation going back 213 years, has just landed on your desk. You've been newly
assigned as the most recent "control" officer for the unsolved mystery. Included are an
estimated 368 pages of official classified government and secret military documents for "your
eyes only" to peruse before you go into the field and conduct the full-on investigation into the
matter. Three hundred sixty eight printed pages, with hieroglyphics, handwritten personal
correspondence, and footnotes, et cetera. Some of which may be strictly conjecture or purely
subjective. You conclude, this certainly represents a conspiracy and a possible cover-up!
Shuffling through and skimming over the assorted pages, and copies of pages, you quickly
realize the gravity of the situation. You proceed to leaf through the files with a fine-tooth comb
and a magnifying glass. You carefully assess and cautiously evaluate each bullet item as you
go. First and foremost, there are the murders to consider; the missing persons; then the
madness, mayhem, hysteria, and chaos to follow in their wake. You reflect: there has always
been a perpetrator. Or perpetrators, plural. You think solving the mystery should be as easy as
helping yourself to a delicious slice from a large, frosted and appropriately decorated birthday
cake at the office party. Or, even more apropos, like floating a sail-boat downstream on a lazy
river in the summertime. You simply have to "go with the flow." If your yacht were in the Atlantic
Ocean, you'd naturally follow the Gulf stream to get where you're going; no doubt, a tropical
paradise. Similarly, if you were airborne in the upper atmosphere of Earth in a high-flying
experimental aircraft, you'd want to follow the jet-stream for the added boost of a tail-wind.
Taking the concept further, to the next level, if you dare, what if you were going to Mars and
points beyond? Why you'd just have to wait for the most opportune, historical moment when the
planets and all the heavenly bodies in the universe and the next several galaxies line up
properly, then follow the gravitational pull. Conceivably, under the right conditions, and
circumstances, at the right place and time, you could attain a velocity greater than the speed of
light to accelerate you on your way to your ultimate destination, past the stars of your own
constellation, gliding and sailing along effortlessly through the remote regions of the friction-less
vacuum known as outer space. The stuff of science fiction and crack-pots, to be sure. I don't
necessarily think so. The only problem then would be slowing down and eventually stopping.
You see yourself sitting on your garden-variety lawn-chair, peering out over the horizon, relatively
motionless in the gravitational field of your new home planet, in the distant universe of a far-away
galaxy. But you're willing to cross that bridge when you come to it. And you begin to think that
you are the best qualified candidate for the mission. After all, you've been recruited out of
college and trained by the highly-motivated instructors at Quantico; not to mention, the world-



renowned scientists at NASA. Three more inquiries you must make: What has happened to
your predecessors, the two special agents you have replaced? Who will be your current partner
and back-up operative, your fellow field-officer? And where is your point of contact for the quaint
little gingerbread-baking, story-book community, affectionately known as Twin Peaks? You can
hardly wait. You're eager to travel, get settled into your new living quarters, and begin meeting
the local inhabitants. As they say, you are "loaded for bear," primed and pumped and ready for
your new wild-life adventure. You plan on totally immersing yourself into the culture and night-
life. The experience you gain should prove exhilarating, exciting, and challenging, if not actually
rewarding. You fully expect to work overtime, putting it into overdrive when necessary. You'll do
the required due-diligence, and do it on the double as the situation dictates. If it doesn't work
out, you can always take copious notes and "run like hell." You'll just have to see how it pans
out. You hope your new partner isn't too nutty, fruity, or quirky--as was the previous one. Mr.
Spontaneous. You'd settle for normal, ordinary, and average. Competent and alert are plus-
factors. But you'll take whatever help you can muster up. Otherwise, you are on your own out
there in the wilderness. After all is said and done at the end of the day, to whom can you
complain? The answer: to anyone who'd give a hoot! You would go to great lengths obtaining
useful information that yielded positive-proof results. There has been a pernicious rumor lately
circulating in the office about "little green men" captured by the USAF in the 1940's, who were
said to communicate using telepathic messages, through the use of brainwaves and diffuse,
cloud-like, softly reflective lights which gradually change their hues. At least one of them was
still alive in the 1960's, reportedly conveying messages about locating a powerful source of
potential energy. Supposedly, this particular alien gave military and other government officials
the distinct impression that he wanted to reverse-engineer the hulk of an alleged UFO space-
craft, long-since crashed and recovered in New Mexico, re-manufacture a brand-new one, and
return with it to a far distant galaxy via the "slip-stream," which incidentally by-passes the planet
Mars altogether, but is in close enough proximity to make the trip most interesting and
worthwhile. Scientists wonder, particularly the astrophysicists and astronomers. Interested
parties want to know from whence he arrived, and would gladly finance the venture and several
other projects. What am I missing here? DNA evidence for an extra-terrestrial? A jinni in a
bottle? See for yourself! R. Royce awoke early on Christmas Day. He brewed a pot of coffee,
poured a cup, and prepared a bowl of micro-wave oatmeal. A healthy meal choice for your
constitution on any occasion, he thought. Lowers your cholesterol. The gooey concoction has all
the grit, natural fiber, and roughage you need in order to cleanse the inside walls of your
stomach and intestines, to make you regular again during the everyday process of food
digestion. Along with fresh air and exercise. Afterwards, you feel as clean as a whistle inside
and out. At least that's what he believes. He watched an episode of the early morning "Farm
Report" on television. He especially enjoyed the featured story segments about harvesting
evergreen trees in Virginia and raising reindeer in North Dakota. He reviewed the messages on
his telephone answering machine. There was a holiday greeting from his sister. She was away



visiting relatives. So, he called his mother to wish her a Merry Christmas. She said that his
brother was away visiting relatives. She was about to watch the parade at Disneyland on
television. There were no specifically pressing issues that he had to address on this day. He
would rest, relax, and spend some quality time near the fireside hearth. It so happened that he
was snowed-in by a blizzard and couldn't go anywhere anyway. He thought about the "little
green elf" he'd read about years ago, having been discovered wandering onto the highway from
the desert one starry, starry wintry night. What if he had actually been the spiritual emissary of
"intelligent life" elsewhere, visiting for the express purpose of wishing us "Peace on Earth, Good
Will toward Men" only nobody was able to recognize him as such or even understand the
message he conveyed? Of course, the disputed fact that he had arrived in a UFO, may have
caused the government in its infinite wisdom enough consternation to cover up the story and
make it go away. He decided it was time to wake up Meghan Thomas, his business associate,
the most merry and amorous significant other. He suddenly had the urge to go sledding down
the hill in the snow on a toboggan designed for two, the way they did when they were children in
the Colorado Rockies. Down the slope, between the trees, around the big bend they went. At
the base of the hill Cornelius Korn and Alexis Sue Shell were calmly seated on a snowmobile,
overlooking a naturally-occurring granite and quartz rock formation, the cleft of which
surrounded an oval pool of steamy, clear bluish-green water. "Welcome to our Himalayan hot-
tub hideaway," said Cornelius, cheerily. "We're having more fun than a barrel of monkeys," said
Alexis Sue, enthusiastically. "How long has this pool of spring-water been here?" inquired
Meghan, cautiously dipping her hand into the water, obviously the last to know, but warming up
fast to the idea. "About thirty-five million years, " said R. Royce. "Champagne, anyone?" He
held out a magnum and four glasses. "Caviar?" He indicated a tray of hors d'oeuvres which was
strategically placed on a rock-shelf serving as a table. They were in for a treat. Swimsuit
optional.”

HollyNYC, “and for Peaks freaks the volume is just sheer delight. The book’s big conceit is that
this “history” .... For Twin Peaks fans who can’t wait for the show to return this spring Flatiron
Books is offering The Secret History of Twin Peaks by Mark Frost, one of the original creative
driving forces behind the program, and for Peaks freaks the volume is just sheer delight.The
book’s big conceit is that this “history” is an unofficial cache of documents, that purport to tell the
“real” or “secret” history of that fabled small Pacific northwestern community, using mostly
primary source materials, such as letters, journals, diaries (Twin Peaks has always been big on
diaries), newspaper and magazine articles, and government documents, many of a highly
classified nature. The compendium was organized by the “Archivist,” who offers his own unique
interpretation on the research material, along with providing some exposition to fill in narrative
gaps. It’s not a spoiler to say that yes, the Archivist was a resident of Twin Peaks, who did appear
on the original series, and while the Archivist’s identity is revealed by the end most Peaks fans
will have figured it out before then.Adding another layer of meta-narrative to the proceedings is



the facf that the “history” was discovered in the summer of 2016 “from a crime scene that is still
under active investigation” and has made its way into the hands of FBI Deputy Director Gordon
Cole (who appeared in the original series, portrayed by David Lynch himself). Cole has
organized the material into a top-secret FBI dossier and turned it over an agent for
“comprehensive analysis, cataloguing and cross-referencing against all known databases under
Code Red Measures.” The identity of this agent is also kept secret until the end, intriguingly, the
agent’s name appears in the the IMDB cast and crew listing for Twin Peaks 2017.The history
itself begins in the early nineteenth century, with the first recorded arrival of Euro-Americans in
the vicinity of what is now present day Twin Peaks, in the form of the Lewis and Clark expedition.
This early material sets the tone for most of the book. There are intimations that Lewis and Clark,
besides the official purpose of searching for the Northwest passage, were also conducting a
covert mission in the region for President Thomas Jefferson. Native American mythology, along
with hints of the Masons and the Bavarian Illuminati, are featured. It quickly becomes clear the
Twin Peaks area over the centuries has been a sort of Grand Central Station for extraterrestrial
activity, paranormal phenomenon, and secretive societies. The “history” draws on influences
ranging from alt-archeology, “Chariots of the Gods,” the “X-Files,” Thomas Pynchon, and ghost
stories told around camp fires.Much of the second half of the book, which is set in the twentieth
century, revolves around Douglas Milford, a Twin Peaks resident (who did not appear on the
original series, his brother, Dwayne Milford, was the town mayor who appeared in several
episodes). The apparent victim of an alien abduction in his youth, Milford leads a troubled life
until joining the Army during World War II. After the war is over, he begins a career in military
intelligence, centered around investigating the widespread sightings of U.F.O.s in the early days
of the Cold War. Milford becomes a “Smoking Man” type of character, a shadowy figure who
seems to connected, in one way or another, with virtually every rumored government conspiracy
and cover-up of the second half of the twentieth century, from Roswell to the Kennedy
assassination to Watergate. After he “retires” from government service, Milford returns home to
Twin Peaks to publish the local newspaper.As the “history” moves into the later half of the
twentieth century more residents familiar from the show begin appearing in the material, and we
get to learn more of their “backstories,” along with those of several landmark Twin Peaks
institutions, including the Double R Diner and the Bookhouse. The murder of Laura Palmer, the
inciting incident of the original series, is mentioned tangentially, and FBI Agent Dale Cooper
even makes a brief documentary appearance. The “history” ends in the spring of 1989, the time
the original series was set, and, like the series, ends on a bit of a cliff-hanger.Pulling off a novel
like this can be like walking a tightrope. To Frost’s credit, he really pulls it off, providing a real-
page turner with a new revelation or surprise on every page. Like the show itself, the “history”
raises more questions than it answers, and even many of the answers are up for debate. Yes,
some of the U.F.O. material can seem a little repetitious at times, but that’s a a minor quibble, not
a major complaint. Like the TV show it is based on, “The Secret History of Twin Peaks” is a real
original, offering hours of reading pleasure to those willing to suspend their disbelief and open



their minds.Now, time for another piece of pie.”

Samedi, “Essential reading for fans and non fans. This beautifully designed hardback is a
wonder to pore through! It’s a stunning thing indeed, and Frost’s writing immediately grabs you
and takes you on a bewilderingly joyful journey.Twin Peaks fans will be grinning gleefully as they
step through this (only slightly) alternative take on American history, eventually peppered with
not only characters they know and love, but the ancestors of those characters!Beginning with
the fabled Lewis and Clark exploration and ending up with Laura Palmer, this impressively
researched volume also takes in Jack Parsons, Project Bluebook and the Manhattan Project, as
well as many other things I won’t mention due to spoiling the thrill of reading it yourself! It’s
written as a collected FBI dossier, so there is a lot to enjoy ‘around’ the text, including ‘reprints’
from the Twin Peaks gazette and a whole lot more.Frequently, I reached for my phone to google
a name or event, only to find the info to be 100% true! The Twin Peaks pre-story is fed through
these real events subtly and sympathetically, achieving a really spellbinding effect. It really
accumulates!I loved reading this book and it’s a beautiful thing to have on the shelf now that I’ve
finished it. I wholeheartedly recommend this without hesitation.”

Ciaran, “Great book, DO NOT buy the Kindle version. A brilliant, well written, and thorough
retelling of American history through the lens of the Twin Peaks universe. I highly recommend for
any fan of the show.Please note that I initially bought the Kindle version and had to get a refund
as it was completely unreadable as a large amount of the information is presented through
newspaper clippings and handwritten letters etc which are not represented on the Kindle screen
at all. The print version looks great and is clearly the intended medium”

chelsea, “Wrapped in plastic.... If you've had this in your "to buy" list for a while then hesitate no
more! Absolutely stunning hardback book and beautiful typewriter none glossy pages with
character insert pieces from Gordon Cole. I love this and will be taking my time reading it. I'm
looking forward to the final dossier in November....also it arrived wrapped in plastic.”

The book by Paul Ingrassia has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,700 people have provided feedback.
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